Citizen Empowerment
Local Decison
Making

.Understanding
how people can
come & advocate

Large scale
business is
included

Participatory
deliberative democracy
structures emerging to
regional city & climate
change & justice issues

Democracy: processes that
weren’t there before: For our
climate response to be
bottom up we have also
addressed other systematic
problems.

Education

Local decision making
(citizens assemblies
more common and
supported)

Better info sharing

.Community
champions at a
sub-regional level

Communities valued and
decisions driven for the
community by the
community including well run
and well funded community
assemblies.

Everyone will have
access to knowledge &
financial resources to
improve their own
home

City-wide:Localised city
improvement groups that
local people participate in;
people in all parts of the
city feel valued

Life will be naturally easier
to live well with less impact
through better choices,
knowledge and habits that
stick.

People feeling that they
matter, that they have a
say in what their
neighbourhood is like

Making choices easier but
without over-restricting clearer, simpler information
- on purchasing, recycling,
heating, etc.

People having power
to do something in
their area, with
resources to use

There is a role for regulation
and government but
knowledge should be shared
and exchanged between and
within
communities/neighbourhoods.

better educated
about choices we
make

Individuals have
opportunities to attach
themselves to low
carbon activities.

Will be easy to make
the better choices

Community Organising and
agency Regular community organising
and management -neighbourhoods
sharing heat source pumps, growing
spaces, areas for wildlife, retrofitting,
energy & transport, communal spaces.
Sharing School run - walking bus/train,
bike bus concept

A change of ethos
in schools

Intergenerational
exchange: children
learning outside, older
people and life-long
learning very present

.Making the technology to
have a warm dry low carbon
home easy to understand &
to use accessible less
daunting.

.Every city has a
climate action
centre

Still learning
different ways to do
things

Information on what is
happening both digital and
visible in person, letting
people keep aware of what
is around them

Schools using
outdoor education
more, using online
teaching more

lifelong learning

Learning offerings
for future (= green)
skills particularly for
young people.

Joy in being community

Access & Equality

More equality - life
expectancy differences.
Better nutrition, lower
energy bills

Education and
inclusion of all
across generations

Greater integration
Education in
sustainability - in
school curriculum
and beyond
Contributes to
poverty reduction

More equality and
more collective
changes (ensure
jobs available)
-Spaces for young
people which including
addressing food poverty
in a systematic and
inclusive way

,Involves residents
in disadvantaged
groups - eg mental
health

Community

Sharing resources cars, tools

Seeing communities
working together eg tool
banks and rehoming giving
generously from their own
abundance (eg The Buy
Nothing Project)

Greater community
focus, more
independent shops,
food miles- aware

.Connecting with
other
neighbourhoods

Places where people
can meet reinvented for
each local community

Much greater
awareness across SY re
the integrated nature of
our communities

Food

Growing projects - with
unused space - better
soil quality, community
project, food growing

more community veg/
fruit gardens (less
grass) supported by
social / green
prescribing groups

Tasting and smelling local food
prepared together in community
gardens across generations, as
part of shared responsibility to
reduce packaging and food miles
and gain cooking skills

Knowledge sharing

Green spaces,
embedded in
education

Engaging, participating and
learning:Conversations and
classes everywhere –
everyone in the know and
excited about what’s going
on

.No longer giving
tours of my low
carbon house

Grants for garden
renovation, education
on the importance of
gardens

All organisations/businesses have
been carbon literacy trained and
adapted their business models e.g.
Carbon Literacy
ProjectOrganisations are
supported to embed sustainability
rather than treat it as an add-on.

Reduced poverty premium residents have more money
and can spend on better
quality food, fruit and
vegetables rather than crisps
and chocolate

Relevant to everyone,
opportunities for
everyone to get
involved

Includes more
deprived areas,
make sure everyone
benefits

No one needing to
sleep rough

Working less, 3 day
week. Reducing
unemployment. Less
stress, burnout, mental
health problems

People from different
demographics more
aware and taking action
on climate change

Encouraging people to
engage with the countryside skewed towards older white
people. How do we engage
BAME, young people

Less rushed, build
on time afforded in
lockdown,

Everything you need
is within 15 minutes

More social, participatory and
inclusive (we know/trust our
neighbours). Easier to use
street space socially. We own
our public spaces

No litter

Focus on deprived
areas across SY

Build Black Lives
Matter into solutions

Coproduction
Addressing
inequalities

Living wage, basic
income for all

Pride in place; sense
of ownership

Everybody feels
included and has a
voice

Activities that
engage teenagers,
that genuinely
include them

Continuing creative
participation

Creative approach to
community projects,
including drawing on
creative practitioners
and their skills

Flourishing local
businesses - especially
those affected by the
pandemic

Neighbourhoods:
Emphasis on physical
and mental health &
wellbeing

Locally based
facilities with safe
spaces for all age
groups

Town and country linked –
‘twinning’ between urban
and rural areas – projects
with children to help them to
experience both

Shared bins at end
of the road, less
clutter on the
pavement

Children free to play
in/out

Adopt a granny

Being able to see each
other more in the street
- while having enough
privacy!

Time for volunteering,
things that are
meaningful to us and
connect us, between
generations

More online working, flexibility
(working hours, locations, part
time working, management
culture) - which is better whf or
in office? Transfer of costs?

Walking (cycling) kids to school
returning via the community
garden to work from home (
warm insulated and green
electricity supported) then a time
in a local community space

Homes changing to
accommodate work/
not isolated/work
more communal

.A better work life
balance - combination
of office and home
working

Home spilling out into
the street. People
putting their pots, seats,
gardens out into the
street

Households less
atomised and more
intergenerational. Easier
to look after older people
in our homes

Recognising more
people, saying hi

Slowing down: Slower, calmer
days - not constantly
expanding, trying to do a
million thingsMore connection,
friendlier, more time with
family

Shared working
spaces, local hubs,
includes activities

More time to make
connections. Less
travel. Keep the benefits
of COVID crisis

Meeting neighbours
more, sharing time,
as a normal thing to
do

Less noisy

New StreetsOur streets to be places to
interact, play, occupy and commune.
Taking most of the cars away and
replace them with a few shared electric
vehicles, bike storage, trees, SUDS &
places to sit. Creating segregated cycle
lanes that are child cycle friendly

Engage in culture
every dayCulture
change in the
workplace -

In the home: Atmosphere/feelCalmer,
cleaner, friendlier, slower, with more
understanding, agency and
connectionGardens as active places for
wildlife, working with neighbours, corridors
for wildlifeChildren not subject to peer
pressure to consume, less pestering for
new things due to wider culture shift and
awareness

Community gardens and
allotments > seasonal local food,
seeing the journey from seed to
the plate, sharing and developing
stories and skills in cooking and
eating – a qualitative shift to joy

Fewer butchers (
change of diet)

More community
gardens where people
can garden together, not
separately

Food and
growing:Foraging; giant
planters with edible
vegetables for anyone to
forage, right across the city

Less sheep/ cattle and
more reforestation ( and
less flooding as a result)

Less use of
pesticides

Less reliance on
animal products and
animal agriculture

Employment, forestry,
farming, land
management having lots
of people working in
those spaces

More trees and
wildlife on farms

Green centre of
Sheffield, more
visitors and reduced
temperatures

Reimagine city centre - less
retail and commercial space
needed and rewild other
spaces. Farms in city
centres

Greener city centre,
very limited traffic,
green up as well as
out

Recreate the quiet,
peaceful, bird-song
filled mornings of
lockdown.

Lots of land related
jobs: lots of people
work on forestry,
restoration, wilding.

For older people, at home a
lot, what is in immediate area
is importantDoing practical
things together, with more
support to facilitate activity

No advertising
Working day: Shorter working day,
more virtual meetings, greater
choiceChoice to work for a carbon
negative employer - or a choice of
at least carbon neutral employers

No McDonalds

more sharing of
gardens and
resources

A better balance of
local shops with
supermarkets

Community
allotments in areas
with less green
space.

Locally grown food

Growing/sharing
produce

Vegetable growing
opportunities

Local shops and
local deliveries locally supplied veg

Easy to get food
locally sourced, and
to eat a plant-based
diet

Composting and
better use of food
waste

Food supplied
locally,

Access to green spaces
with trees, and lots of
flowers with increased
biodiversity

NE & other more
disadvantaged areas of
city have much
improved green access

Leave untidy areas on
green space is
beneficial to wildlife need a change in
values

More time outside
in a cleaner and
greener
environment

It is more accessible: in terms
public transport, public toilets
and connecting our
countryside to cities with
paths/cycle paths

Spending time in a
green space in the
city centre

Nature-friendly
farming

Wellbeing projects to engage
people with nature in a
constructive way built in to
everyday life from school
curriculum through to young
people and working people

Regional nature
service

Transport

More integrated,
greener and more
affordable public
transport
Less dominated by
cars, more active
travel

Better public
transport
distributed rather
than central based

Smelling clean air and hearing
the birds as people actively
choose integrated enjoyable
public transport using clean
energy, walking, cycling
(including shared ebikes
schemes).

Eating less meat healthier diet

Cutting down traffic
and improving public
transport - 15 minute
city - local markets and
ability to walk to work

Travel:A shift to
prioritising walking and
jogging, saying goodbye
to traffic noise and air
pollution

Make the arterial
rivers into Sheffield
more walkable
Bigger and better
green spaces (both
wild and for food

More trees

Our moorlands protected both for their wildlife and
their function as carbon
sinks and flood protection
.

Regenerating eco
systems, more
wildlife

more
exercise/outdoors

Birds, owls, wildlife
both the Peak and in
the city

Birds can be heard
in the city centre

Care homes with
growing and wildlife
areas

Woodlands well
looked after – trees
planted and wellmanaged

Outdoor classrooms

Ban on destroying
ancient woodland

.People experiencing
the green space, Peak
District - from all
backgrounds, parts of
the city

More people in the
countryside - more
visiting

Green roof space utilise flat concrete
office space for office
workers, communal
space, wildlife

Sharing gardens - some
who want more space,
some who can’t look
after what they have

Feeling safe in
green spaces, parks

More time in nature:
Gardening/being outside as
part of the dayTime spent
exercising in nature walking/cycling/electric
scooters

Safer routes for
active travel, fewer
(no?) petrol/ diesel
cars

-My house would be safely
low carbon and warm for all
including new and rental
housing, transparently
regulated and inspected

Accessing really good
recycling and zero
packaging facilities so I
can be zero waste with
ease!

Home is better
insulated, more energy
efficient - lower fuel
bills but not colder

More micro hydro,
wind and solar as
well as integrated
heat systems

Fewer disposable
products - right to
repair on appliances,
no built in redundancy

Home is low energy
- retrofitted

Green energy in our
homes
Fewer cars and
petrol/diesel cars rare more/better/integrated
public transport

There are many fewer
cars: shared electric
car/scooters ownership
schemes and communal
bike sheds

Walking in a quiet and
stress-free (plane-free,
traffic free) environment
without diesel and petrol
smells

Working from home,
Zooming? Meeting people
from across the world, but
not making that the only
way to be in touch

Retrofit some homes
to be beacons/
models for what is
possible

Retrofitting carried out
at neighbourhood level
in a collaborative not
coercive way

Shared heat pump
for group of flats

Home is more
energy efficient,
but still warm and
safe

Waste collections
have been rethought (less
individual bins)

Insulation, energy
efficiency and
sustainable fuel

.Warm & dry home lowcarbon heating,
good insulation fitted
by local fitters

More affordable,
energy efficient
housing. More
conducive to
community

Good windows and
doors done

Staycations

More electric cars
and more charging
points

Groups of children
around in the city,
museum, cathedral
etc

Working more from
home, less needless
meeting travel

Integrated transport
system

Financial support for
electric bikes

E-scooters

No cars on the
street - can see the
street and houses

Public transport - good
high quality bus routes.
Low emission buses.
Low or free fares

Electric shared car
on the road, booked
online

Better connections
between local areas,
not just town centre. To
rural areas including
Peak District

People walking, cycling,
accessible transport to
get out of city to
countryside easily

More people living in
the city, reduced need
to travel (is this likely
with more working from
home?)

Solar power and air
conditioning being
combined

Producing our own
energy

House improvements/practicalities: Electric
solar/thermal panels, and hydro power
panels, double glazing, insulation, more
electric than gas, LEDs around the house,
more dimmer switches and motion detectors,
USB sockets and outlets, flooring that
contributes to insulation, affordable green
energy tariffs, improvements suitable to
property type/housing stock

In the home: Fewer/Less:Electrical
appliances in the homeHome
improvements that are
wastefulPolluting vehicles on
drivewayplastic in the fridge, food
in house the production of which
has caused harm

Using parks as ways
to get somewhere,
not broken up with
dual carriageways

Cleaner air and less
traffic

Street clear of cars,
good access to
buses.

Safe cycleways &
electric bikes

Easier cycling and
walking - reduce the
need to navigate a
safe route

Cleaner air

Enjoy the local countryside or
better public transport to the
countryside - an integrated
transport system - cycles can
be on trams and more on
trains - guards van

Rewilding, spaces
coming back to life

How to experience
the open space,
sitting able to see
the plants, river, etc

Planters on the street, in
lots of neighbourhoods.
Using all sorts of small
bits of space to grow
things

Green corridors
from countryside into
cities with active
transport options

Time for spending
time in green space,

Walking through parks, no
more pollution damage to
leaves and trees.
Something everyone
notices and cares about

Infrastructure for a mixed
fleet of low carbon vehicles –
electric bikes, golf buggies,
electric cars, etc –
opportunity to test these for a
week

Greening transport
networks/infrastructure.Electric trains,
every station with a bike hubLots of
community bike/cycle shopsAlways a
safe protected alternative to an A
road.

Clean energy frequent buses
(electric), tram out to many more
areas, better connected public
transport networkBicycle hire
available in the cityPrimarily
pedestrianised centre

Back to NatureClimate justice and redesign of cities
have to challenge inequalities.Food growing - regional
rural supply, relationship between producer and
consumer is brought much closer. Catchment, what the
area produces, and how this can sustain the region’s
people. Footpaths, ease of using them, accessing
them, enjoying them. Tourism encouragement in the
Peak District proximity, new ideas and connected
businesses supported. Wider variety of accommodation
choices.

Helping people living
in urban areas to feel
connected to the
wider ecology

Communal green
space for nature

Gardens - too much
concrete and artificial
grass. Neglected
gardens. Open up front
gardens

Remove the use of
weedkillers - SCC
uses Glyphosate

Wildlife planting pictorial meadows

How do we maintain the
levels of engagement seen
during COVID - how to
appreciate the countryside not taking disposable BBQ fire risk

More trees and
wilded areas rewilding Yorkshire

Stop peat burning and
much stronger
legislation and
regulation for game-bird
shooting

Cleaner rivers

Fewer pesticides

Natural flood
defences

More insects as a
result of rewilding
and decreased
insecticide use

More green spaces and birdsong!

In 2027, as a result of the work that’s been done to reduce carbon emissions,
what will be better about your home?
your neighbourhood?
your city, town or village?
across South Yorkshire?
How you spend your day?
Daisy Image adapted from original by: William Warby, CC BY 2.0 , via Wikimedia Commons

Stuff: making, using,
reusing

retrofitting for
heating insulation
and light by local
firms

hear birds and
insects

More cycling routes,
prioritisation for
bikes
Quieter garden less traffic noise,
more wildlife

Rethinking movement across the
city via public transport and active
travel - electric bikes an important
element and connecting routes
that add ecological and food
productivity benefits

Housing

Cold victorian
house being warm.
Cycling safely in a
green corridor to
town

Public spaces greener
and fit for purpose social, safe, well
designed, wilder and
public

People are at home
in the city

Liking /feeling
comfortable at
home/loving your
environment

No graffiti? Or not
defacing?

No longer need to
have food banks as
green jobs are
available

Nature

Strategies & Resources

Direct emissions reduction

Repair cafes in city
centre

South Yorkshire
known for making
and repairing

Greater
opportunities to
recycle

National recycling
standards, facilities
for every kind of
recycling

TechnologySheffield is known as a
technology hub, brought through
council incentives. Bringing more
tech R&D into region and utilising it
locally. Greater connectivity, internet
infrastructure more effective.

Circular economy re-usable goods, no
plastic, re-using
surplus energy etc

Less litter

Work that makes
things,
manufacturing,
repairing

Less packaging

Better recycling more opportunities
No plastic in
to recycle
bathroom, in house

fewer littered
facemasks

More refill shops,
more loose fruit and
veg. Less plastic
waste

Circular economy –
appliances hired or
rented; repairing (DIY
and skill sharing);
sharing of toys etc

Energy

energy supplied
locally

More renewable
energy

Town & Regional
Planning
Better placement of
housing, more
affordable, more
energy efficient
smarter

15 minute city in practice across all
neighbourhoods and community
neighbourhood champions/organisers
to improve connectivity and
proactively building shared resources.

Less cement

No hard paving and
move to sustainable
urban drainage.

Big
picture

Resources to tap into

Different
approaches to
housing

Donut economics
action lab

A clear action plan to
net zero coordinated
across Yorkshire and acted on.
Strategic leadership
from MCAs and
Councils

Better policies for
homes in the local
plan

Metrics to measure total
carbon footprint across
the region - Andy
Gouldson, Leeds
University

.Building better on the
research, creative
industries, manufacturing
and economic opportunities
from initiatives such as
AMRC.

Transparency in
regional government
so we know how
they’re making
decisions and have a
chance to intervene

Roll out all the local
ideas across the
region

End of unsympathetic
developments - eg far
from local amenities
and public transport

Local councils
refuse carbon
hungry planning
applications

Streets safe to play in; wider
pavements for bins and
wheelchairs – humans and
greenery at the front of our houses;
raised pavements across the road
junctions to prioritise pedestrians
over cars

SCR to be
more
democratised
and
accountable
Empowered and
engaged
community - need
for net zero
embedded in the
popular narrative

Education

Connect
with Donut
Economics
Lab

Businesses engaging
employees and
stakeholders around
sustainability and have
the mechanisms to do
this.

A change of
ethos - what is
needed? - the
donut
economy

Lilac - Low Impact
Living Across Leeds

Valuing metrics
other than GDP to
measure progress
and growth - less
market driven

Full
employment
including lots
of green jobs

Additional benefits and
planning.Working on strategies to hang
on to some of the environmental
benefits of the reduced commuting
experienced through Covid 19 at a
regional level. Regional taxation model
- connected to carbon
production/reduction

Friendly green communities:More green in the
city - living roofs, walls, more grey to
greenWaterways - daylighting and paying
attention to areas around themCity centre being
a place where you go to think, make, play,
gather, connect with wider community, rather
than shop - hubs in the centre, public
amphitheatresShop locallyCity as a shared home
for people and wildlife - a park with buildings

Ecochurch - raises
awareness of green
issues locally

Clear metrics in
place to measure
total carbon
footprint across
the region

Measure
against
sustainable
development
goals

Reducing
inequality and
poverty - letting
people enjoy
better lives

Rural land
managed better for
combined needs of
food, flood
mitigation, energy
and biodiversity.

Better
public
transport
across SY

Developing
green
industries

Collaboration
with other
regions

Oscar Newman Defensible Space

Generating
sustainable
power for the
region e.g. on
ex-industrial
sites

Organisations
are working at
net-zero

What
businesses do
we need?
What jobs do
we need?

